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Abstract—This paper deals with an adaptive multi-user detector
for direct sequence code division multiple access (DS/CDMA)
wireless communication systems, named advanced blind adaptive
multi-user detector (ABA-MUD), whose main features are low
complexity and joint utilization of time diversity and adaptive
blind processing techniques. Differently from known blind
adaptive detectors, the proposed scheme achieves remarkable per-
formance even in critical time-varying environments by means of
a suitable window reprocessing technique. The ABA-MUD avoids
the use of training sequences and only needs knowledge of timing
and signature waveform of the desired user, number of active
users and a rough evaluation of the signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR) for a proper setting of the detection algorithm. Numerical
results, shown here in terms of bit error rate (BER), highlight good
behavior and remarkable near–far resistance of the proposed
ABA-MUD receiver with respect to different alternatives, in
particular, in the case of worst fading environments.
Index Terms—Blind adaptive techniques, code division multiple
access (CDMA) communications, multi-user detection for wireless
communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE choice of direct sequence code division multiple ac-cess (DS/CDMA) systems for the third-generation wire-
less communications is the base for the IMT-2000 global stan-
dard definition.1
As it is well known, the benefits of the DS/CDMA technique
can be summarized in potential increase of system capacity,
ability to support universal frequency reuse, graceful degrada-
tion under loaded conditions, soft handoff capability, easy adap-
tation to variable rate services, low-power flux density emis-
sion and, finally, the possibility to use classical time diversity
techniques to cope with multipath fading effects. On the other
hand, this technique is basically interference limited; that is to
say that bit error rate (BER) performance is limited by multiple
access interference (MAI). Hence, suitable multi-user detection
approaches have to be considered in order to lower this draw-
back.
Several (multi-user) algorithms have been recently proposed
[2]: they significantly improve performance by mitigating the
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1W-CDMA, CDMA2000, and TD-CDMA TDD standards are based on
DS/CDMA technique.
disadvantages associated with the use of conventional rake
receiver [17] but, unfortunately, also increase implementation
complexity. As a consequence research activity has been
focused on suboptimal approaches: in particular, growing
attention has been devoted to adaptive detectors [3]–[6]. This
type of detectors is based on the minimization of the mean
square error (MSE) and requires for each user the transmission
of a training sequence (TS) at the startup and, eventually, also
during data transmissions to counteract dramatic environment
changes.
In order to avoid TS transmission, Honig et al. [1] have
proposed in an minimum MSE (MMSE) receiver based on
the minimization of the output energy (OE) for contexts char-
acterized by synchronous users and additive white gaussian
noise (AWGN). Anyway, this receiver, named here as blind
adaptive multi-user detector (BA-MUD), supports completely
asynchronous and uncoordinated transmissions and needs
only essential information about all the users, i.e., the number
of active users and the processing gain. In this receiver, a
convergence procedure to desired user vector subspace is
realized by exploiting low values of cross correlation between
the informative sequence and interfering user signals and by
resorting to a simple implementation of the steepest descent
rule, with no further overhead but a proper energy threshold
definition to prevent from cancellation of the desired signal.
Generalization of the adaptive blind detection to the case
of asynchronous users and time invariant multipath scenarios2
have been recently considered in several papers [7]–[14]:
in particular, in [12]–[14] a minimum OE (MOE) receiver is
derived with multiple (vector) constraints, thus allowing its
utilization in a frequency selective environment. This procedure
is based on a suitable combination of the multipath components
of the user of interest and guarantees MAI minimization under
appropriate constraints with no signal cancellation.
Nevertheless, in time-varying environments, benefits due to
the adoption of this strategy are not fully exploited, mainly be-
cause the spreading waveform is not exactly known at the de-
tector end; in fact, wireless fading channel causes additional
multipath components or amplitude fluctuations.
Besides, it is important to highlight that blind adaptive algo-
rithm convergence to OE local minimum becomes difficult to
achieve in this case because signal amplitude variations due to
2That is to say that multiple replicas are assumed to be received but their am-
plitude, phase, and delay values are supposed constant during the whole simu-
lation.
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fading phenomena imply variations of the OE functional and, as
a consequence, of its local minimum.
The advanced blind adaptive MUD (ABA-MUD), proposed
in this paper, overcomes this drawback by the introduction of
a suitable window reprocessing method. In this scheme, faster
convergence of the blind algorithm with respect to the classical
approach is achieved by performing steepest descent algorithm
more than once over the same informative bit frame, thus at-
taining a reduction of the time-varying channel impairments.
This procedure can be described as a freezing of a particular
frame in order to execute the same recursive operations for a
proper number of times.
The organization of this paper is as follows. The system
model together with the blind adaptive approach and the
BA-MUD structure and performance in time invariant multi-
path channel are presented in Section II. The behavior of the
proposed ABA-MUD in the case of a time-varying multipath
fading channel is discussed in Section III. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Section IV.
II. BLIND ADAPTIVE MULTI-USER DETECTOR IN
TIME-INVARIANT MULTIPATH CHANNEL
This section deals with a BA-MUD receiver in a time
invariant multipath channel; in particular, each user signal is
characterized by replicas with constant delay, phase, and
attenuation. This environment is defined here as multipath
static channel (MSC).
Under the assumption of asynchronous users, the received
signal is equal to
(1)
where
amplitude of th replica of th user;
th user informative sequence, with a bit
rate equal to ;
th user spreading chip sequence, with a
chip rate equal to ;
AWGN with two sided power spectral den-
sity equal to ;
processing gain, where is the bit period
and the chip period;
total number of active users;
and th replica th user time delay and phase:
they are independent identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) uniform random variables
in and , respectively.
The shaping of the bit and chips is rectangular.3 Bit values are
i i.d. random values with probability 0.5 in . We assume
knowledge of the spreading sequence of user of interest, but no
other users spreading codes knowledge is assumed. Moreover,
in the following, the receiver structure is considered after car-
rier recovery and chip-rate sampling, i.e., base-band equivalent
3This assumption is only for the simplicity of the analysis. Different pulse
shapes may be adopted.
Fig. 1. BA-MUD for multireplica signals.
sampled signals are assumed. For convenience, the user of in-
terest is assumed to be the first. The delay and phase of each
signal replica is supposed to be perfectly tracked and compen-
sated. Hence, without any loss of generality, is
assumed.
As it is known [1], [2], any linear detector can be canonically
represented as the sum of two orthogonal components, one equal
to the signature waveform of the desired user, the other orthog-
onal to it. Hence, the canonical representation of the detector is
the following:
(2)
with
(3)
Moreover, the following constraint is assumed:
(4)
An MOE detector is designed with the goal to minimize
(5)
where is the base-band sampled received signal. This receiver
has been demonstrated in [1] to be equivalent to the MMSE
detector. In particular, the steepest descent algorithm is adopted
in order to achieve an MOE BA-MUD. In this case, adaptive
component for the considered detector results to be
(6)
where means adaptive algorithm time index, i.e., considered
bit position from the start of the procedure. It has been demon-
strated in [15] that this algorithm converges regardless of the
initial condition to the MMSE detector if the step size de-
creases as .
In an MSC environment, a generalization of the classical
BA-MUD [1] is needed. In particular, the implementation
solution considered here is based on the utilization of a single
blind receiver for each signal replica (see Fig. 1) in order to
face all the other replicas as pure interference. This receiver
modification does not affect convergence procedure since
each delayed signal is effectively seen as a further interfering
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Fig. 2. BER comparisons (MSC channel, ideal power control).
user and its perturbation contribution is defined by signature
waveform autocorrelation corresponding to the replica relative
delays. In blind adaptive detection the definition of an energy
threshold is mandatory to avoid cancellation of the desired user
signal, eventually caused by signature waveforms mismatch.
In particular, the receiver impulse response energy has to be
constrained according to the following relation:
(7)
For this MSC environment, parameter is determined ac-
cording to [1] as
(8)
by assuming that any interfering replicas can be considered as
an additional single-replica interfering user.4
Moreover, a new embedded adaptive procedure is consid-
ered: starting from (6), an adaptive impulse response
is derived for each single replica; if impulse response
energy results to be less or equal than threshold ,
adaptive algorithm is carried on, otherwise a new adaptive im-
pulse response is defined as
(9)
After this normalization, impulse response is assumed to be
the receiver adaptive component and the recursive relation (6)
is carried out with .
For this adaptive procedure, a proper step size has also to be
defined. In particular, according to [16], step size can be derived
4The value of parameter  has been demonstrated to be related to number
of interfering users [13]; errors in the determination of the number of replicas
at the receiving end causes slight performance loss (see Section III).
as a function of the mean energy at the output of the filter
matched to the th replica of user of interest as
(10)
where is the algorithm index defined in (6) and
. The same updating
rule is assumed for each path, i.e., for each single BA-MUD.
Numerical results have been obtained in the MSC case by
means of computer simulations assuming the following:
• binary PSK modulated signals with bit-rate equal to
31.496 Kb/s;
• spreading obtained through gold sequences with pro-
cessing gain equal to 127;
• number of replicas equal to six.
The BA-MUD performance in the case of three interfering
users in an MSC environment is reported in Figs. 2–4: in partic-
ular, an ideal power control is assumed in Fig. 2, while 10- and
20-dB power unbalance between interfering signals and the user
of interest has been considered in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. As
can be clearly seen, the BA-MUD shows an excellent near–far
resistance even in critical MSC environments and fully prevents
from the irreducible error floor of the conventional rake receiver.
For what concerns BA-MUD computational complexity, as-
suming that the normalization operation (9) happens with prob-
ability 0.5, for each bit, the following operations are accom-
plished:
additions (11a)
multiplications (11b)
It is worth noting that if an oversampling operation is performed
by considering samples per chip, possible spreading wave-
forms mismatch is reduced. The computational complexity in
this case may be, again, given by (11) via a substitution of
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Fig. 3. BER comparisons (MSC channel, power unbalance between the desired user signal and the interfering signals equal to 10 dB).
Fig. 4. BER comparisons (MSC channel, power unbalance between the desired user signal and the interfering signals equal to 20 dB).
with . For all the systems considered in this paper, over-
sampling has been exploited by taking two samples per chip in
order to minimize coarse chip timing negative effects.
It is important to point out that, for the BA-MUD, the detec-
tion is not reliable until the recursive procedure has led to the
proximity of the minimum output energy. Generally, this tran-
sient lasts from 10 to 20 times the spreading sequences length,
e.g., in the case of a 127 chips Gold sequence signature wave-
forms, BER performance during the first 2000’s bits is remark-
ably high. Moreover, if a new user begins transmitting after pro-
cedure convergence, a new transient period takes place. From
these considerations, it is straightforward to note that any envi-
ronment variation dramatically affects BA-MUD receiver per-
formance.
The vulnerability to time varying phenomena of the
BA-MUD receiver is highlighted in Figs. 8–10 where BER
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performance is given for a typical multipath fading environment
[20]. In this case, the BA-MUD is not able to converge to the
OE local minimum before a location change happens: steepest
descent algorithm is not as fast as it should to avoid perfor-
mance degradation. In the next section, a modified BA-MUD
is presented in order to lower this drawback at the expense of a
light computational complexity increase.
III. ADVANCED BLIND ADAPTIVE MULTI-USER DETECTOR IN
MULTIPATH FADING CHANNEL
In the case of a time-varying multipath fading channel
(MFC), the received signal for each user is assumed to be
composed of replicas with constant relative delays: each
replica amplitude and phase are time varying, the former having
Rayleigh statistics, the latter being uniformly distributed in
(12)
The considered channel model has been derived in conformity
with [16]: in particular a Rayleigh classical Doppler spectrum,
generally known as CLASS, has been assumed with a Doppler
spread equal to 100 Hz. Perfect knowledge of the delays and
phase are assumed, i.e., these two parameters are tracked ide-
ally, and phase compensation is performed by employing per-
fect mean value upon the whole bit epoch.
In order to face the BA-MUD drawbacks highlighted in the
previous section, we propose here an advanced blind adaptive
multi-user detector (ABA-MUD), based on a joint use of a
window reprocessing procedure and a classical steepest descent
strategy.
The informative bit data flow is divided in equal length frames
that are buffered in the detector: the steepest descendent algo-
rithm (6) is performed upon the bits inside the frame, with the
control operations addressed in (10); once the recursive proce-
dure has been performed for each bit of the frame, the adaptive
impulse response is used as a starting point for another iter-
ation of the updating procedure upon the bits of the same frame.
In the second iteration, the adaptive procedure attempts to ob-
tain new values of the orthogonal sequence for each bit of
the frame. In this way, the estimation accuracy is increased if the
processing window is long enough to neglect correlation prop-
erty between first and second iteration on the same bits. After the
completion of second iteration, adaptive sequence final value is
used to start third lap and so on. If indicates the
adaptive impulsive sequence obtained for the 1th replica of the
user of interest at the th iteration upon the same frame for the
th bit inside the th frame, the adaptive procedure can be de-
scribed as
(13a)
Fig. 5. Advanced blind adaptive multi-user detector (ABA-MUD) logical
flow.
(13b)
where index represents iteration number, i.e., the th iteration
upon the same frame, apex locates the th bit inside
the th frame, and indicate the maximum number
of iterations per frame, the frame length and the buffer number,
respectively. The adaptive procedure logical flow and graphical
trajectory are sketched in Figs. 5 and 6. Any iteration of the
above algorithm permits to obtain a more accurate definition of
the adaptive impulse response and, as a consequence, a more
reliable detection.
When the last iteration has been performed, normal steepest
descent algorithm is restored starting from the first bit of the
successive frames: as a general rule, the impulse response ob-
tained for last bit of the previous window in the first iteration is
used, thus saving the original trajectory of the steepest descent
procedure. This interbuffer seam can be represented by the fol-
lowing relation:
(13c)
The associated flow diagram is shown in Fig. 6(c).
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 6. ABA-MUD procedure trajectories.
For each bit inside the frame, (13a)–(c) determine orthogonal
impulse response values, that are the starting points for the fol-
lowing step, i.e., for the successive bit; all the values of sequence
, corresponding to a particular iteration upon the frame, can
be seen as a soft input for the following iteration on the same
frame. In time-varying MFC’s, iterating this procedure several
times allows better performance than a direct hard detection.5 It
is worth stressing that this approach cannot be considered as a
decision-directed detector since no hard decision is performed
before the completion of the iterative procedure.
In the proposed approach, the buffered frame is frozen and
detected by means of the described iterative procedure while
the successive incoming frame is stored in another buffer, in
order not to loose any information. During iterative procedure
baseband sampled received signal values are frozen
and processed without any variation between an iteration and
the following. This convergence improvement takes place at the
expense of a processing delay increase since complete buffer
filling is needed before the second iteration and the following
ones can be performed. Anyway, this additional delay, ideally
equal to the bit epoch times the buffer length, is not too long:
if a too long buffer is considered, channel features cannot be
assumed constant for all the bits in the buffer since window
duration could be comparable with channel coherence time. In
this case, the proposed reprocessing technique would not cause
better adaptive filter impulse response determination. As a con-
sequence, buffer length has to be chosen according to the fol-
lowing condition:
(14)
where is the channel coherence time [17], in order to have
negligible channel variation upon buffered bits.
Moreover, the number of iterations per frame cannot be arbi-
trarily high: in fact, apart the computational complexity increase
assessed in the following, too many iterations would enhance the
effects of the correlation properties between bits of interfering
signals since iterations are performed on the same frame and
performance degradation would be introduced. The proposed
5This philosophy of taking advantage of previous steps reminds turbocoding
principles [21].
Fig. 7. Step index function.
approach is equivalent to consider adaptive procedure upon a
sequence composed by the same frame repeated as many times
as the number of iterations; hence, performing a great number
of iterations would mean to deny the MOE and MMSE detec-
tors equivalence (see proposition 1 in [1]).
As a consequence, the iteration number is to be properly
chosen in order to achieve a tradeoff between benefits due
to window reprocessing in facing time-varying MFC and
drawbacks due to correlation property and complexity.
As for the BA-MUD, in the proposed ABA-MUD receiver a
single detector per replica is introduced so that the contribution
due to the other paths are again faced as pure interference. More-
over, the step updating rule (10) has been modified in order to
achieve best adaptation to a time varying environment. In par-
ticular, the monotonous decreasing rule proposed by Györfi in
[15] does not seem to be a proper choice because of variations
of the output energy local minimum produced by fading phe-
nomena.
Hence, the following step updating rule has been adopted:
(15)
where parameter increases linearly from 1 to and,
successively, from to as sketched in Fig. 7.
In this way, the opposite requests of fast tracking and stable
convergence are both assured.
It is worth stressing that, since the considered user received
power is time-varying, the output energy of the filter matched
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Fig. 8. BER comparisons (MFC channel, ideal power control).
to the lth replica of the desired user has to be replaced in
(15) by the term
(16)
that represents the desired user 1th replica received energy av-
eraged on a ten bit epochs interval: this solution helps keeping
a fair evaluation of the desired signal energy.
As for the MSC environment, a new value of parameter
has to be defined by taking into account that time varying phe-
nomena cause strong mismatch between the nominal signature
waveform and the received one. Threshold expression
can be derived from (8) as
(17)
Because of model complexity, analytical determination of the
proper energy threshold does not seem to be possible so that an
optimization procedure has been carried out by computer simu-
lation in order to determine the value of parameter that causes
the lowest desired signal suppression.
Numerical results have been obtained in the MFC case by
means of computer simulations assuming that
• binary PSK modulated signals with rate equal to 31.496
Kbits/s;
• spreading obtained through gold sequences with pro-
cessing gain equal to 127;
• number of signal replicas equal to six;
• buffer length equal to 40;
• number of iterations equal to 25;
• maximum step value equal to 2000.
The delay and phase of each signal replica are ideally tracked
and compensated at the receiving end.
It is worth emphasizing that all the paths are again assumed
to be discriminated at the receiving end and that the iterative
procedure (13) is individually performed for each signal replica
of the user of interest in order to fully exploit potential benefits
of the proposed algorithm.
Since in practical applications some of the received replicas
of the signal of interest sometimes may not be discriminated,
performance loss may be introduced. Anyway, for each discrim-
inated replica the adaptive procedure keeps on facing whole in-
terference and, as a consequence, performance loss is only due
to a not complete exploitation of the rake diversity.6 In the case
that all the signal replicas are discriminated but their number re-
sults to be greater than , only the strongest replicas have to
be considered in order to lower performance loss.
Figs. 8–10 show the BER performance of the ABA-MUD in
comparison with a classical rake receiver and BA-MUD for a
case of an MFC environment and three interfering users. An
ideal power control is assumed in Fig. 8, while 10- and 20-dB
power unbalance between interfering signals and the user of in-
terest has been considered in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
As it can be clearly seen in these figures, the ABA-MUD
receiver remarkably improves BA-MUD performance; it is
worth stressing that the 2-dB gain shown by the ABA-MUD
in Figs. 9–10 with respect to BA-MUD allows a sensible
reduction of BER irreducible floor with a consequent capacity
improvement for DS/CDMA wireless systems.
For each system considered, a different optimization pro-
cedure of parameter is needed: in general, the bigger the
MAI contribution is, the greater the part of the signal to be
suppressed is, the longer adaptive algorithm has to be carried
out to eliminate its impairments on the detected signal. As a
consequence, since implementation of the proposed receiver
6It is important to point out that wrong determination of delay is likely to
happen for weaker replicas, thus implying slight performance loss.
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Fig. 9. BER comparisons (MFC channel, power unbalance between the desired user signal and the interfering signals equal to 10 dB).
Fig. 10. BER comparisons (MFC channel, power unbalance between the desired user signal and the interfering signals equal to 20 dB).
in wireless channel cannot prevent from energy threshold ap-
propriate determination, rough knowledge of MAI interference
level is needed. This requirement seems not too hard to be
fulfilled since any loose transmission power control (TPC)
is based on these measurements and future third-generation
standard explicitly demands fast TPC.
For what concerns ABA-MUD transient behavior, it is
important to note that the convergence condition is reached
very quickly thanks to the window reprocessing technique:
the target of this procedure is to reach the proximity of
the minimum output energy for each frame and, conse-
quently, reliable detection can be obtained after very few
frames (typically two), even if a new user starts a transmis-
sion. Therefore, it is possible to state that any environment
change does not appreciably affect ABA-MUD receiver per-
formance.
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For what regards ABA-MUD computational complexity, it
can be noted that for each bit, the following operations per user
are accomplished:
additions (18a)
multiplications
(18b)
Computational burden is nearly equal to BA-MUD complexity
times the number of iteration upon the buffered stream so that
an adequate processing speed has to be granted. Even if com-
putational complexity increase is apparent, it is worth stressing
that this approach permits to obtain a complexity value per user
that does not depend on the number of users in the system: if
multiple users have to be detected as in any typical base station,
total complexity is linear in the number of users.
As for the previous schemes, oversampling has been
exploited also for the ABA-MUD. Hence, evaluation of imple-
mentation complexity in terms of number of operations can be
still achieved by (18) via substitution of with .
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, an adaptive blind detector suitable for
DS/CDMA wireless communication systems, ABA-MUD,
has been proposed. The main features of such a detector are
moderate complexity and joint utilization of the time diversity
and adaptive blind processing techniques.
Detector motivation lies in the purpose of limiting growing
impairments undergone by classical blind adaptive detector, in
time varying systems: this goal is achieved by the introduction
of a window reprocessing technique in order to improve perfor-
mance, even in multipath fading environment.
Moreover, the ABA-MUD requires knowledge of the same
channel parameters needed by the conventional single-user re-
ceiver and, as in BA-MUD schemes, no training sequence is
needed. Besides, only essential information about the number of
active users, the processing gain and a rough knowledge of MAI
interference level, i.e., desired user SIR evaluation, is requested
for an accurate setting of the recursive algorithm. Finally, the
proposed detector gives rise to a moderate complexity increase
in comparison with the classical blind detector.
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